
SCP-AC Meeting Minutes 
Monday, November 18, 2019: 2:00-3:30 PM 
  
Jane Rosario (UCB), Jared Campbell (UCD), Sarah Wallbank (UCI), Kevin Balster (UCLA)  Sarah Sheets (UCM), 
Yoko Kudo (UCR), Elaine McCracken (UCSB), Marcia Barrett (UCSC), Becky Culbertson (UCSD/SCP)(Absent), Shi 
Deng (UCSD/SCP), Liz Miraglia (UCSD)(Absent), Cat Lu (UCSF) 
  
Recorder:  Jared Campbell (Davis) 
 
Announcements (All) 
UCSC: Was recruiting for a temporary Electronic Resources Librarian 
UCB: New SCP-AC member Jane Rosario. 
UCSB: Has started recruitment for Electronic Resources Librarian(?). 
UCSF: Recruiting a full time one-year contract Electronic Resources Librarian. 
UCLA: Currently recruiting for a Metadata Librarian for Open Access.   
 
 
Coding Open Access Resources (Shi) 
See UCSC Discovery examples 
 
UCSC: Spoke about and provided examples (see above) of some of the issues with the display of open access 
resources in Alma/Primo.  The main issue is that currently OA resource can only be noted using the 506 note 
field at the bib level.  This causes confusion when you have a record containing links to both OA and licensed 
resources.  UCSC also noted that they do add the 506 to any record that has OA access. 
 
UCLA:  Is manually adding the 506 field to new records.  Currently they do not have plans to go back and do 
this retrospectively.  
 
UCD: Not actively doing anything to code OA. 
 
UCSB:  Use a script to split out OA titles from SCP prior to loading. 
 
UCI: Not actively doing anything to code OA. 
 
UCM: Not actively doing anything to code OA. 
 
UCB: Not actively doing anything to code OA. 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18gGYOF3Zarmy0uhrxIMgqQlXYLowwIxgCK_JwF0yLS8/edit


URIs in MARC Records Pilot (Liz, Shi) 
UCSD will be participating in the PCC “URIs in MARC Records Pilot.” Exact details are to be determined. UCSD 
will add things like ISNI and Wikidata URIs to $1 in our bib records, DOAJ in particular. This will be a more 
active effort that will be aimed at packages that SCP distributes to the campuses. 
 
Do campuses want to bring in URIs with their SCP records? Is there anything SCP needs to do when they set up 
the files?  
UCSC: No Concerns. 
UCD: No Concerns. 
UCLA, UCSD, UCSF, UCSB, UCB, UCM:  Did not express any concerns, but would like some lead time so that 
they can check the loading tables. 
 
Shi state that there was no timeline currently, but should notify campuses as soon as she had an idea of when 
the URIs would be in the SCP files. 
 
 
SCP Update (Shi) 
 
For serial SCP has continued to focus on end-of-year new acquisitions: both CINAHL Complete and Gale Sabin 
are nearly complete.  Gale Archives of Gender and Sexuality and Gender is taking longer than expected do to 
unidentified or misidentified multi-part monographs.  There are two now Chinese language packages in the 
pipeline: a serial package that is currently lacking a title list with individual URLs, and newspaper package. 
 
Shi also notified the Group that maintaining the OA master list was no longer sustainable and work on this will 
be discontinued. 
 
UCB notified SCP about SpringerLink URL change, when then passed this onto CDL.   8300 PIDS need to be 
updated and open access URIs were converted to DOI’s.   
 
SCP Following PCC Limited Punctuation? (Shi) 
 
UCSD has implemented for BIBCO and CONSER cataloging, but stated that currently SCP was not doing much 
of this since they work primarily in batch.    
 
 


